Abstract-We consider deletion channels and insertion channels under an additional segmentation assumption: the input consists of disjoint segments of b consecutive bits, with at most one error per segment. Under this assumption, we demonstrate simple and computationally efficient deterministic encoding and decoding schemes that achieve a high provable rate even under worst case errors. We also consider more complex schemes that experimentally achieve higher rates under random error.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
HANNELS that allow deletions and insertions are remarkably challenging. For example, the capacity of the binary independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) deletion channel, where bits are sent and each bit is deleted with probability , remains unknown, despite substantial recent progress [9] , [11] . Even the case where bits are sent and just one bit is deleted provides many interesting open problems [13] . While some attempts have been made to design coding schemes for such channels, the work has generally not led to provable performance guarantees and still seems far from optimal.
In this paper, we consider deletion and insertion channels under an additional segmentation assumption about the location of the errors. Specifically, we assume that the input is naturally grouped in consecutive segments of consecutive bits, and there is at most one error in each segment. For example, if our segments consist of eight bits, and at most one deletion occurs per segment, on the input which consists of two segments, it would be possible that the fourth and eleventh bits were deleted, so that the received sequence would be but not that last two bits were deleted, leaving We emphasize that the segments are implicit, and that no segment markers appear in the received sequence. See Fig. 1 for a detailed example. Hence our problem does not immediately reduce to the simpler problem of fixing one deletion in a given -bit block. Our goal is to develop efficient codes in this setting.
This additional assumption appears quite natural for many practical settings. Consider the case of disk drives, a commonly given example for synchronizations errors. Deletions may occur because of a timing mismatch between the device reading the data and the data layout. In such situations, there might naturally be a minimal gap between deletions, as the drift caused by the timing error may require reading several additional bits before the timing error yields a further deletion. Our model encompasses the case where there is such a minimal gap, although it can also allow nearby deletions that cross a segment boundary. Our model would therefore also include settings such as when data is naturally written out in segments (e.g., bytes) by a writer that might erroneously delete a bit per segment, because of timing or other issues, and the reader must deal with the resulting bit sequence.
Another compelling motivation for considering channels with segmentation is the existing theoretical challenges in handling random or worst case insertions and deletions. Considering channels with additional assumptions may yield insight into the more general problem.
We find that the segmentation assumption greatly simplifies the problem of dealing with insertions or deletions. Our primary result demonstrates a deterministic coding scheme inspired by the idea of prefix coding in compression. Our coding scheme allows for left-to-right decoding of a message, as long as a small amount of lookahead (corresponding to the next segment) is available. The scheme has provable performance guarantees under the segmentation assumption, even with adversarially chosen errors. As an example, with segments of eight bits (one byte), allowing up to one adversarial deletion per segment this scheme provides a code with a rate of 44.8%. The same result holds if we instead allow up to one adversarial insertion per segment. Our coding scheme is computationally simple and quite amenable to use in hardware. We believe the resulting transmission rates prove sufficiently high to be useful in practical settings.
We also consider extensions of our approach to give schemes that provide larger transmission rates under random errors, again with the assumption of at most one error per segment. The idea is to allow some ambiguity in decoding in order to increase the rate, and then incorporate check bits and checksums to resolve the ambiguities. Here our results are experimental, but as an example, again with segments of length one byte, we can achieve rates above 54% with very low error rates. Such schemes, however, also take additional computation time over our simpler schemes.
A. Previous Work
Much of the work on insertion/deletion channels has focused on the setting where each bit is deleted or an insertion occurs at each location with a fixed probability (e.g., [4] , [5] , [6] , [9] , [11] , [17] ). While our results are generally incomparable with such work because of our additional assumptions, we note that previous experimental approaches to channels with insertions and deletions generally allowed much fewer errors with nontrivial block error rates [3] , [8] , [12] . Codes of rate 50% handling only deletions or insertions at a rate of 2% to 6% are typical.
There are related papers that take an approach similar to ours, assuming limitations on the frequency of errors. Such works generally utilize markers or special prefixes in order to maintain synchronization (e.g., [2] , [7] , [10] , [16] ). Our specific model, however, appears new, as well as our approach that avoids markers or similar structures in favor of an appropriate selection of codewords. We believe that the performance as well as the simplicity of our schemes represents a significant advance over previous work.
II. A DETERMINISTIC APPROACH
We first present a deterministic decoding scheme. We work over the binary channel, although our techniques can extend to larger alphabets. For ease of exposition we first consider deletions, and then consider insertions.
A. The Communication Model
Formally, our channel transmits binary streams of fixed length , where is known to the sender and receiver. We write the input as . We use the notation to refer to the substring , and similarly for other bit sequences. For the single-bit segmented deletion channel, the received sequence is obtained by deleting a number of bits from the input sequence, under the following condition: at most, one bit from each set of bits can be deleted by the channel for . (For convenience we assume that divides evenly.) We use to refer to the bits constituting the th segment in , but we also abuse notation and use to refer to the corresponding received bits in where the meaning is clear. We say the th segment starts at bit if the first undeleted bit of the th segment occurs at position . We emphasize that our scheme functions for any set of deletions satisfying the properties of the single-bit segmented deletion channel. One could naturally consider segmented deletion channels that allow more than one deleted bit per segment, but we focus here on the natural case where there is a single deletion, and refer to this simply as the segmented deletion channel where the meaning is clear. Also, we emphasize that we are implicitly assuming the existence of appropriate start and end markers that are not deleted by the channel and delimit for the receiver the start and end corresponding to a transmitted codeword. The case where , so that there is just one segment and hence just one deletion, has been considered extensively [13] . Of particular interest is the class of Varshamov-Tenengolts codes, or VT codes [15] , . The VT code consists of all binary vectors satisfying
As observed by Levenshtein [7] , with a VT code, any single deletion can be corrected without error. The codes are in fact optimal codes for up to ; see [13] and [14] for more details.
B. Encoding and Decoding for Deletions
In order to explain the reasoning behind the choices made for our encoding and decoding schemes, we walk through step by step showing how the properties we require arise naturally by first principle considerations.
In our encoding scheme, each segment will consist of one of a set of a -bit codewords . We refer to as a code, even though strictly speaking the code for this channel consists of a concatenation of segments with each coming from . We use the same set for every segment, although this is not a requirement of our approach. For , let be the set of all -bit strings that can be obtained by deleting one bit from . We refer to as the set of first order descendants of , or just the descendants of where the meaning is clear. This follows the notation used in [13] . We also use . The code is said to be 1-deletion correcting if for all with . As mentioned previously, such codes are treated extensively in [13] . It is natural that we will want our code to have this property.
To see why, we start to explain our decoding process. Our decoder will work from left-to-right, decoding one segment at a time. Decoding a segment will only require access to the next bits in sequence. Consider what might happen as we start from the left on the received sequence . The first bits reveal the value of the first segment; indeed, in general, when is -deletion correcting, if is the starting position of a segment, then by examining bits , we can determine the codeword associated with the segment. But there may be some ambiguity as to whether a bit was deleted from the segment or not, so the decoder cannot determine whether to extract the first or first bits. For example, if the segments are eight bits, and the first two segments are the strings and , then if the received sequence began with , it would be a mistake to extract 8 bits for the first segment. (As 10 of the first 12 zeros remain, we can see that one was deleted from each segment.) Doing so would actually remove a bit from the subsequent segment. In general, we may not be sure whether the next segment starts at or . If we did not control this ambiguity, it could increase as we continue decoding; the third segment could conceivably start at or , and so on. We therefore arrange our code so that this cannot happen. At each step, there will potentially remain some ambiguity; we maintain the invariant that the next segment may start at one of at most two positions, or . Our code is arranged so that this slight ambiguity in the starting position of a segment does not lead to any ambiguity in the decoding of the segment. The ambiguity in position naturally resolves itself at the end of the received sequence.
Because our decoder works in this fashion, it is clear that we only need to consider how the decoder works locally. That is, given where is the received string, is the segment to be decoded, and is a starting position such that the th segment must start in position or , we wish to decode the th segment and determine an appropriate new position such that the st segment starts at or . We can then iterate through to recover . (It should be clear in what follows that at some points in our algorithm we may have no ambiguity, so that we know the th segment must start in some position . The algorithm could be optimized for such situations. We do not consider such optimizations here, as they do not affect our analysis.)
Suppose that we have segment starting at position . There are two cases to consider.
• Case 1: There is no deletion in . In this case, the segment ends at , and is in . • Case 2: There is exactly one deletion in . In this case, the segment ends at , and is in . Optimistically, we might hope that by restricting our codebook we can determine which case holds at each point, in which case we can decode segment by segment with no ambiguity. The following provides an equivalent way of viewing this restriction. For a string of length , let prefix be the first bits of , and similarly define suffix to be the last bits of . For a set of strings let prefix prefix and define suffix similarly. Then for our code we can require that for all with prefix suffix
In Case 1, we have prefix , and in Case 2, we have suffix . It seems that we have chosen our code so that we can distinguish Case 1 and Case 2, but this is not quite the case. The problem is the bits can indeed be in both prefix and suffix ; they simply cannot be in prefix and suffix for some in our code. There is nothing, however, that prevents these bits from being in both prefix and suffix for some . Moreover, this specific ambiguity seems unavoidable; for any , if we delete the first and last bit, we obtain a subsequence that is both in prefix and suffix . Notice, though, that under this restriction, the bits do determine the segment ; that is, there is no ambiguity in what the next segment is, just where it starts and begins. By restricting our codewords slightly further, we can guarantee that this ambiguity does not increase from step to step. We prove this now. In the statement of the theorem, is standard regular expression notation, corresponding to 0 or more copies of the string .
Theorem 2.1:
Consider the segmented deletion channel with segment length . Let be a subset of with the following properties:
• for any , with ; • for any , with prefix suffix ; • any string of the form or , where , is not in . Then, using as the code for each segment, there exists a linear time decoding scheme for the segmented deletion channel that looks ahead only bits to decode each block. Proof: We follow the outline of our discussion. We decode segment by segment, with the invariant that when decoding the th segment, we know it starts either at position or position in . The possible ending positions of the th segment are , or . We must eliminate either the first or third possibility to maintain our invariant, and we must recover the th segment.
We consider two cases. The restriction on to exclude certain strings is an unfortunate byproduct of our approach. We emphasize, however, that of the possible codewords, only of them are excluded by these restrictions, and hence we would not expect the restriction to dramatically reduce the possible size of the code.
Given these restrictions, finding a valid for a given segment size corresponds naturally to an independent set problem, similar to those for 1-bit deletion codes [13] . We take the underlying graph where there is a vertex for each possible codeword, and two codewords are connected by an edge if they cannot simultaneously be in the code according to our restrictions. A valid code corresponds to an independent set on this graph, and we therefore seek a maximum independent set. For small this can be done by exhaustive calculation, and for larger heuristic techniques can be used to find large codes. In general, proving optimality for such independent set problems can be difficult; related results appear in [1] , [14] .
We have exhaustively checked to find optimal codes for and , shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . Recall that when the segment size is there are possible codewords, so finding optimal codes currently lies beyond our computations abilities for . When , so that segments are bytes, the (unique) optimal code contains 12 codewords, corresponding to a rate of slightly more than 44.8%. It is worth noting that even if segment markers were given at the receiving end, and an optimal -deletion correcting code is used per segment, the maximal such code has only 30 codewords [13] , corresponding to a rate of slightly more than 61.3%. Our rate of 44.8% is over 73% of this benchmark. For we found 28 different codes consisting of 20 codewords. Hence for the rate is over 48%; comparing to the 52 codewords for an optimal -deletion correcting code for one segment, our codes achieves over 75% of this rate. We conjecture that the rates for optimal codes satisfying the conditions of Fig. 2 . An optimal code for b = 8 with our deterministic scheme. Fig. 3 . An optimal code for b = 9 with our deterministic scheme. Theorem 2.1 increase with . We would also like for the ratio between the size of these codes and the optimal -deletion correcting codes to increase with , and for both these ratios to converge to 1, but these conjectures may be too optimistic.
The inherent limitations of exhaustive search prevents us from finding optimal codes for larger values of . Indeed, [14] reports on the difficulties of finding independent sets for similar graphs arising from coding problems. Nevertheless, we find that using simple randomized greedy heuristics yields codes with good rates. For example, when , so segments are two bytes, we have found a code with 740 codewords, giving a rate of approximately 59.57%, by using a simple greedy strategy: repeatedly choose a remaining element of minimal degree, and delete the element and all of its neighbors from the graph.
Our decoding algorithm is particularly amenable to hardware implementation. Pseudocode for two possible implementations are presented in Fig. 4 as procedures LOCAL-DECODE and LOCAL-DECODE-SIMPLIFIED. The first slavishly implements the logic of Theorem 2.1, while the second simplifies the resulting cases. Each membership check could be performed by a lookup table, as could the DECODE operation, which decodes sequences to obtain a segment value. While the rates grow larger as increases, the computational problem of finding a code grows, as do the corresponding size of the lookup tables.
For larger values of , the lookup tables can be avoided, at the cost of more computation and perhaps some loss of rate. Specifically, the class of VT codes provide an example of -deletion correcting codes with a simple decoding algorithms [7] , [13] . If one restricts oneself to a code that is a subset of a VT code meeting the required conditions, then one can use the decoding mechanism for VT codes in place of lookup operations. Subsets of VT codes have the further advantage that they are smaller than the entire set of possible codewords, making the search for appropriate maximal independent sets that yield codes easier. On the other hand, restricting oneself to subsets of VT codes will generally reduce the rate. For example, in comparison to the codes described previously, for the maximum-sized code that is a subset of a VT code has 8 codewords (as opposed to 12 for the optimal), for a rate of 37.5%. For , the maximum such code has 14 codewords for a rate of about 42.3%. For , our greedy strategy finds a code with 652 codewords that is a subset of a VT code, for a rate of over 58.4%. As can be seen, the loss of rate appears low for larger values of .
C. Encoding and Decoding for Insertions
Our approach works entirely similarly for the segmented insertion channel. In this model, the channel transmits a binary stream of fixed length , given by . The received sequence is obtained by inserting a number of bits into the input sequence, under the following condition: at most, one bit is added in each segment of bits for . The bit can be inserted before or after any bit in the sequence. (Note that under this model we can have two bits inserted in a row, but only on either side of a segment boundary.)
As before, under our encoding scheme, each segment will consist of one of a fixed set of a -bit codewords . Paralleling our previous notation, let be the set of all -bit strings that can be obtained by inserting one bit into , and . The code is -insertion correcting if for all with . Note that the VT codes are -insertion correcting as well as -deletion correcting.
We first show the corresponding version of Theorem 2.1 modified for insertion channels. We then prove something more subtle: our resulting codes for single-bit segmented insertion channels and single-bit segmented deletion channels are entirely the same. Again, we refer to the single-bit segmented insertion channel just as the segmented insertion channel, where the meaning is clear.
Theorem 2.2:
Consider the segmented insertion channel with segment length . Let be a subset of with the following properties:
• for any , with ; • for any , with prefix suffix ; • any string of the form or , where , is not in . Then, using as the code for each segment, there exists a linear time decoding scheme for the segmented insertion channel that looks ahead only bits to decode each block. Proof: The proof follows the same pattern as Theorem 2.1. We decode segment by segment, with the invariant that when decoding the th segment, we know it starts either at position or position in . The possible ending positions of the th segment are , or . We must eliminate either the first or third possibility to maintain our invariant, and we must recover the th segment.
As before, the simple case is when only one of and is in . In this case, we can determine and the two possible starting points of the next segment. If instead both and are in , then suffix and prefix . These bits determine the segment . Our additional assumption on the codewords of will suffice to bound the ambiguity at the next step.
Assume the next segment starts at . Then must be the subsequence . Further, as , we have that there exists with such that (2) Comparing bit by bit, we have But then is of the form or , contradicting our assumption. Theorem 2.2 shows that we can solve a similar independent set problem to find codes for the segmented insertion channel. In fact, however, the codes obtained under Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 are actually the same. To demonstrate this requires the following straightforward lemma.
Lemma 2.3:
prefix suffix prefix suffix (4) Note that, from this lemma, we have that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 are in fact equivalent, and hence a code derived by Theorem 2.1 for the segmented deletion channel would also be suitable for the segmented insertion channel (and vice versa). We emphasize that the fact that 1-deletion codes are also 1-insertion codes, and more generally that codes that correct up to deletions also correct up to insertions, is in fact an old result in this area [7] ; however, this alone does not directly imply Lemma 2.3, and so we provide a proof. The case where follows similarly, as does the other direction of the equivalence.
III. HIGHER RATES VIA MORE COMPLEX PARSING
Our work to this point demonstrates that the segmentation assumption is useful for deriving deterministic, worst case decoding schemes. In this section we expand upon this idea by considering a generalization of our deterministic approach to a randomized approach designed to obtain higher rates under the segmentation assumption. For simplicity, we describe only the case of deletions, although similar ideas would hold for insertions as well. Also, we emphasize that there are no provable performance guarantees for these codes, and we suspect they could be optimized further. This effort should therefore be seen as a proof of concept that allowing further controlled ambiguity may lead to better practical codes.
As before, we denote the input by and the output by . As performance depends on channel behavior, we parametrize by having each segment lose a bit with probability ; the bit lost in each segment is chosen independently and uniformly at random. Also, similar to our previous scheme, our encoding uses a fixed -deletion correcting code for each segment. Under the segmentation assumption, there is a natural recursive way of expressing whether a received string can be successfully decoded into a message. Let decode be True if there is some decoding of the first bits into segments consistent with the segmentation assumption, and False otherwise. Naturally decode is True and decode is False if . Then decode decode AND OR decode AND
This recursion naturally suggests a decoding algorithm: find all parsings of the received string that decodes into segments consistent with the recursion above. Such recursions naturally arise in dynamic programming algorithms, and our decoding algorithm uses a dynamic programming framework. The problem is that there may be many consistent parsings that lead to multiple valid decodings; we have ambiguities to cope with when both cases of the OR occur. Indeed, our deterministic scheme can be seen in this framework: we choose so that there is no ambiguity in terms of the codeword for each segment, and the ambiguity in position is limited so strongly as to allow left-to-right decoding.
To achieve higher rates than the deterministic scheme, we allow more ambiguities to occur by using a larger -deletion correcting code , and then expend more computational effort to remove them subsequently by using check bits. At a high level, an underlying open question is how well one can trade off increasing rate and increasing computation with such an approach. 
A. Encoding
In the encoding phase, we start with a message string of length , which is converted into the input string of length via a sequence of transformations. First, one or more checksums is added. A standard one byte checksum is obtained by taking the exclusive-or of the bytes of (padded as necessary). We also in some experiments used a second checksum by taking the exclusive-or of when broken into 11-bit blocks. The checksums invalidate many of the parsings found when decoding. This gives us a new string . Second, check bits are added. We have two types of parity check bits: global and local. Each global parity check bit is the exclusive-or of bits of chosen randomly (with replacement). The purpose of these check bits is primarily to remove any remaining incorrect parsings when decoding. There are global check bits concatenated to the end of . There are also local parity check bits. Each local check bit is determined by a position ; the local check bit is placed between the th and st bits of , and it too is the exclusive-or of bits of chosen randomly (with replacement), with the restriction that each of these bits is one of the first bits of . (If two local parity check bits have the same position , they are simply placed sequentially between the th and st bits of .) Thus a local check bit depends only on the prefix of bits of before it. As we describe below, local check bits allow us to reduce the number of potentially valid parsings of as we parse the received string, improving the computational complexity of the decoding.
We emphasize that the random choices of positions and bits is considered part of the code and is shared information between the sender and receiver. After the global and local check bits are inserted, giving an intermediate string , we map blocks of into blocks of , where each block of consists of several segments using codewords from the -deletion correcting code
. That is, we find and such that is slightly smaller than and take blocks of bits of to obtain segments of determined by some appropriate fixed mapping.
B. Decoding
We describe a decoder that takes the received string and reconstructs the original message. In the first pass, the decoder determines the valid parsings of the received string, using a dynamic programming framework. From this, we can design a second pass which determines the bits from left to right. In this pass, the decoder maintains a set of potentially valid prefixes of consistent with the first bits of . (Initially, contains the empty string; note that can contain strings of varying lengths.) The set is determined from the sets and and the received bits. There may be multiple codewords from which when combined with a string from lead to a prefix of consistent with the received bits. To keep the sets from growing too large, the local check bits are used as soon as possible to prune these sets. We can also prune strings from that grow beyond the appropriate length of . Finally, global check bits and checksums are used for a final pruning of invalid decodings. The decoding is successful if there is a single valid decoding for , from which point we can obtain the message . We also, for performance reasons, have instituted a memory bound that prevents any set from growing too large; we have chosen to allow a maximum of 1024 possible prefix strings for any set . While larger sets are certainly possible, it can slow decoding dramatically; we found this setting to be useful in these experiments for demonstrating the properties of this technique while providing reasonable decoding times.
A description of the decoding algorithm appears in Fig. 5 .
C. Experimental Results
We present experimental results demonstrating that this approach of allowing greater ambiguity but requiring more complex parsing of the received sequence can yield higher rates in practice. The gains are moderate but far from trivial. In return, the approach requires substantially more computation.
Our experiments were run with 1600 bits consisting of 8 bit segments being sent through the channel. We used one eight-bit checksum or an eight-bit and eleven-bit checksum. We ran two sets of experiments. In this first set we also used 40 local check bits and varied the number of global check bits. Performance was so good in this case we decided to challenge the technique by removing the global bits and lowering the number of check bits to determine where performance would break down. Each check bit had degree 100, a somewhat high number but one we found worked well in experiments. (There is nothing special about 100; similar numbers in that range would yield similar performance.) We note that we found that not using local check bits led to extremely large and highly variable numbers of parsings, making decoding far too expensive in terms of computation time, as we describe below. Increasing the length of the message would therefore naturally require proportionally additional local check bits to keep the number of parsings manageable throughout the decoding process. The remaining bits were message bits, the number chosen to yield 1600 bit packets. Our codes utilized 25 codewords, and blocks of 37 bits from the message (and check bits) were mapped to 64 bits (8 codewords), as is less than . A more efficient encoding here would slightly improve the rate.
Recall that in this setting successful decoding results in a single possible input; unsuccessful decoding results in a list of multiple possible inputs, and in this sense can be seen as a list decoding for the received sequence. In this setting, the list decoding gives all possible concatenations of codewords consistent with the received sequence and the segmentation assumption.
In our first set of experiments, we varied the probability each segment deleted a uniformly chosen bit from to , varied the number of global check bits from 0 to 20, and varied whether we used one checksum (8 bits) or two (8 and 11 bits). (We did not attempt to optimize the number of local or global check bits as varied; rather, we tried to find a single scheme effective across the entire range of .) Our experimental results are presented in Tables I and II. Each table entry is the result of 10000 trials. Our results demonstrate that higher rates (above 54%) are possible with very low error rates using this technique. Better insight into the actual errror rate would of course require substantially more trials.
Our second set of experiments is similar, but we removed the global check bits and reduced the number of local check bits to 10, 20, or 30. These experiments were included to find where this coding technique begins to break. As can be seen, performance begins to deteriorate, as the number of valid intermediate parsings grows. In many cases, our bound on the size of the in-termediate sets led to the failure, as shown in Tables III and  IV. (We give the average of for each setting of the local bits in these tables, but not in Tables I and II , as is very sensitive to the change in the number of local check bits, but not the number of global check bits.) Anecdotally, in our experiments we found that both success rates and efficiency are best when the probability a segment is in error is small, because the smaller segment error rate generally leads to a smaller number of possible parsings. Again, see Tables III and IV with  and . We also found that slight performance gains could occur if we varied the codes used for each 8 bit block, as the use of variable codes can somewhat help restrict the number of parsings. In practice we suspect one would want to stick with a single code throughout and have therefore presented only results for that setting. While we expect further experimentation and optimization could slightly improve these results, overall these experiments amply demonstrate that nontrivial rate gains over our deterministic approach are certainly possible by allowing increased ambiguity.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have introduced the segmented deletion channel and the segmented insertion channel, new variations of insertion/deletion models motivated by timing considerations. We have demonstrated that one can develop codebooks that allow for greedy left-to-right decoding for these segmented channels, based on controlling the inherent ambiguity in these channels. We have shown that such codes can achieve relatively high rates even under adversarial errors satisfying the segmentation condition. Our approach is sufficiently general that it should be applicable to similar channels.
We have further considered what we think is the natural extension of this approach to achieve higher rates under less severe, nonadversarial conditions. Namely, we allow more ambiguity in the decoding process, using dynamic programming and local check bits to control the number of possible parsings and global check bits to constrain the result to a single possible decoding. Our initial work is promising but leaves open questions in both how to analyze and design such schemes. Alternatively, there may be other means of controlling ambiguity that allow for efficient decoding in the same spirit as our approach.
